A Celebration of Quilts XIV – Rules of Entry
1. Current York Heritage members may enter quilted items which have not been previously entered in a
Celebration of Quilts show. You may enter more than one quilt, any size, as long as they haven't been displayed at
a previous YHQG show. Note: each quilt requires a separate entry form, and we ask you to indicate your top choice
for the show as the Guild can only guarantee your top choice for inclusion in the show. Other quilts may be
included depending on available space.
2.

A show piece must contain the work of the guild member. Purchased or inherited items are not eligible.

3. An entry form and a colour photo is needed for each entry. Photos do not need to be professional quality, just
clear enough to facilitate planning. All entry forms and photos need to be received by September 18, 2022. A link
to the online entry form is available on the YHQG website. Photos must be emailed to
YHQG.quiltshow@gmail.com.
4. Unless the design is your own, you must indicate the source in the information for the display card /artist
statement section of the entry form. It is your responsibility to be sure you are not infringing on copyright. If you
are using a pattern, carefully read the terms and conditions. Acknowledge everyone / everything that helped you
produce the quilt - a class, teacher, pattern, book, long arm quilter.
5. If the final measurements of your quilt should be different from what you have indicated on your entry form,
please let Irena Hopper know ASAP at irena.hopper@rogers.com
6. Entries must be delivered to Toronto Botanical Gardens between 9:00 and 10:30 am on Thursday, November
10. You will receive a receipt which you will need in order to reclaim your item(s) on Saturday, November 12 from
6 to 7 pm.
7. Entries (except for dolls, wearables etc) need a sleeve for display purposes and a label showing the name of
the maker and the quilt title.
8. The Members Show Committee reserves the right to make decisions regarding the display of the quilts. If your
quilt is longer than 96”, the bottom may be pinned up.
9.

A 15% commission is payable to A Celebration of Quilts for quilts sold at the show.

Quilt Sleeve Directions
Directions for Directions for 4” Permanent Sleeve
This sleeve is applied at the same time as the binding. Cut a strip of fabric 8 1⁄2” wide and about 2” shorter than
the width of your quilt. For example, a 70” strip for a quilt that is 72” wide. Hem the ends and fold the strip in half,
lengthwise, with right sides out. Place raw edges of the sleeve along the unfinished top edge of the quilt and pin to
the quilt back, as you’re pinning the binding to the quilt front. Stitch through all the layers. Blind stitch the binding
over the stitching line on the quilt back, then blind stitch the bottom, folded edge of the sleeve to the quilt.

Directions for 4” Temporary Sleeve
With this method, you apply the sleeve after the binding has been finished. Cut a strip of fabric 8 1⁄2” wide and 2”
shorter than the width of the quilt. Hem the ends and sew into a tube. Turn right side out. Hand stitch one edge of
the sleeve just below the binding. Leave a bit of slack when sewing the other edge.

